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to the community, and to STARFLEET”

“ALL FOR ONE, AND THREE FOR PLUNGE!!”

STARFLEET Region 7’s Band of Heroic Muscateers Charge into the Atlantic for Charity

STARFLEET Region seven members once again answered the call to help raise
funds for the New Jersey Special Olympics. The annual Polar Bear Plunge was held
at Seaside Heights, NJ on March 6th. USS Avenger associate member Commander
Patrick Barnes once again stepped up to coordinate the fundraising efforts. As in
previous years, USS Challenger’s Bob Vosseller and David Singleton rounded out the
trio. The three were dressed as ‘Star Trek Musketeers’, donning costumes in the iconic
original series colors - costumes which were designed and fashioned by Commander
Barnes. See the Chief Medical Ofcer’s report for additional details.

“CAN I HAZ TRIBBLEBURGER?!?”
STARFLEET members came together for the annual
Intergalactic Food Festival, hosted by Region 7 chapter USS Challenger on Sunday, March 7th.
A diverse variety of colorful foods were available to
sample at the Seaside Heights Community Center.
Attendees delighted in the comany and the treats.
This year, no durian fruits were harmed in the
organization/presentation of the event.

USSAVENGER.ORG GETS A FACELIFT

Members who’ve visited the Avenger’s homepage on the web recently may have
noticed it has undergone a radical makeover. Ship’s Executive Ofcer, Todd Brugmans
has assumed the role of webmaster for the
site, and has introduced a new layout which
includes new informative features. There is
a password protected member’s only section
now online. Look for an information card
attached to this issue of the newsletter for
password information. Feedback and suggestions for how to further develop the
site are welcome, and can be emailed to
ussavenger@gmail.com.
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MEANWHILE, BACK ON THE BRIDGE...
By Judy Waidlich

Recently my computer suffered massive keyboard failure and had to go in for repairs. Most of the lost les are Academy related, but
there are some recent Avenger News les which will be stored for me by HP. So I am back to no internet access at home and going to
libraries and my brother’s apartment to use computers.
Before that all happened, I managed to start some Avenger ction, and get some work done on my PhD thesis. So Alex and I have been
going back and forth with rewrites to two stories. I’ve sketched out another story idea or two. I may combine the ideas into one story or
maybe do two. (Ed. Note - Check this issue for one of Judy’s stories!)
Todd decided to develop a new look for our website. He has done an outstanding job! It is gorgeous and has some marvelous new
features.
We’ve had some movie trips planned since the last issue of AN. We went to see “Avatar” in IMAX 3D, but scheduling issues (the
movie’s, not ours) thwarted our plans to see “Hubble 3D”. Alex and I went to NYC to bid farewell to the DaVinci’s Workshop exhibition
at the Discovery Times Square Exposition Center. It was great to explore the interactive displays and look at the models. We had lunch
at Chevy’s and then the adventure began, or took a twist. We decided to take the same train back, which turned out to be the wrong
decision. Alex could have taken an earlier express and the shore train would have passed through Linden. But no, we boarded the 3:15
PM train. It stopped just after leaving the Newark station, and we had a view of the Prudential Center for a couple of hours or so. I got
to Linden just before 7 PM (just a few hours later than my expected 4 PM arrival). Alex was still on the train when it stopped for the
second time, just south of Rahway. He told me he got home about 1:30 AM.
I’m beta testing a couple of Academy tests. Unfortunately I need internet access to check some things out, so it is taking longer than
expected.
Also on the home front, I’m getting three roommates. My daughter Christina is moving in, along with her cat and bearded dragon. I
may need a small water pistol for the cat, to keep her in line.
Anniversary Party planning continues. With a lot of the heavy lifting done, we are working on decorations. Twelve people have paid
so far, including 9 Avenger members and 3 Challenger members. That’s a pretty good start! However, the deadline for the party is
approaching fast: April 16th, so there’s not much time left to get in your reservation for the party, so you can be part of the fun! Just send
your $30 to me. Make checks/money orders out to “U.S.S. Avenger”. I hope to see you there. We had a lot of fun at the 20th Anniversary
and we should have even more at this one!
I also hope to see more people at the April shipwide. Due to weather, March got a lighter turnout, but hopefully things’ll be better next
month. Take care until next time.

Commodore Judy
DIVISION REPORTS

ENGINEERING

MEDICAL

by Capt. Matthew J. Rielly

Spring is nally here! Spring is usually associated with change; not only
a change in the seasons and the weather, but a change in other things, too.
Our attitudes are changed as we move forward into longer and warmer
days. Our senses are heightened as we notice the subtle natural events that
are going on all around us. We notice that trees are beginning to bud with
the promise of dazzling colors as the buds turn into owers and the owers
turn into leaves and the leaves provide the shade we will be seeking as
spring begins to lazily meander into summer. Flowers begin to push their
way through the soil as if they are impatiently reaching toward the warm
sunlight. The rst robins of spring are out in full force with their cheerful
melodic songs. In short, life is renewed every year at this time.
Not only is it just nature that is renewed, but us as well. Since spring
is associated with change in nature, then why not with ourselves? It is a
new beginning; a reafrmation that our lives are constantly in ux. We’re
changing as if emerging from the chrysalis of winter, and the events that
shape our lives are changing, too.
I decided to make a change in my situation that wound up being
a boon nancially to me and it all came from something as simple as
changing nancial institutions. I went from a big corporate bank to a small
community-oriented credit union. Because of this small change, I managed
to score an excellent opportunity to renance my vehicle which will allow

The division is aiding in last-minute preparations for the 25th Anniversary Party, to be
held Saturday, May 15th at the Pines Manor
in Edison, NJ. Reminders have been sent to
remaining division members who have not yet
registered and paid for the party. The division
has also offered assistance with party decorations, and I’ll be working on some pieces.
Otherwise, not much else is occurring, since
most of our attention is focused on the party at
this time. I look forward to eventually submitting a wrap-up report.
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me to save up some money for the upcoming summertime activities
that I want to do.
Change has also come to the person closest to me, and it is change
for the better. Todd has opened up his prospects for advancing his
career path by leaving behind an old chapter and beginning a new
one. And due to the generosity of some of his closest and a few of
his oldest friends, Todd will be able to attend his favorite convention
of the year, Shore Leave. And I for one couldn’t be happier, not only
because I can once again share in the experience with him, but that
through all that has happened to him for the last several months, has
that chance to go.
Yes, spring is indeed the season of change and I hope that change
continues to have positive impacts on all of our lives.
Reecting back on our activities of the last month or so, we’ve
been to the movies, spent an afternoon on the boardwalk with about
20,000 other “friends”, and reveled in an afternoon sampling many
different tasty dishes and having lots of fun conversations.
On the movie front, we had the chance to see “Avatar” in 3D
IMAX. All I can say is “wow!” I had seen it twice in regular 3D, but
in IMAX there was so much more detail and it was even more real.
My mom and I took in “Alice in Wonderland”. It was a good movie
and I always like the dynamic relationship between director Tim
Burton and his two consistent lead stars, Johnny Depp and Helena
Bonham-Carter. But the surprise movie was one Todd and I went
to see together, “Repo Men”. That was an extremely powerful sci-
movie and I highly recommend running to see it. I don’t think it
will last long in the theaters, just because of the genre and lack of
aggressive advertising, so see it now before it goes away.
On March 6th, we attended the annual Polar Bear Plunge in
Seaside Heights. It was postponed from the prior weekend due to
the massive snowstorms we had had scant days prior. This year’s
intrepid plunge team, “The Stareet Musketeers”, consisted of the
usual suspects, Patrick Barnes (ringleader and master costumer),

Bob Vosseller, and Dave Singleton. There were to be at least
two more plungers, but unfortunately due to the change in date,
they were unable to attend. The event had a record number of
registered plungers, 4,500! It was also another record-breaker of
an event in the fact that they raised an approximate total of $1.2
million for Special Olympics. It was further estimated that the
crowd was also at record numbers of 20,000. I can believe that
because I can attest to the fact that I saw each and every one of
them while leisurely sitting on the boardwalk, people-watching.
I would have to say if I heard people repeating a specic phrase
throughout the event from the plungers as they emerged out of
the water and came back up to the boardwalk, it would be “I’m
sober now!” Yeah, there was quite a bit of imbibing going on
before the plunge.
On the heels of the Plunge, the next day was the Challenger’s
Intergalactic Food Fest. It was very well attended, possibly the
best attendance I’ve seen in a while! All of the food brought was
quite good and it was certainly plentiful! The conversations were
fun and it was nice to sit and catch up with folks we don’t have
the chance to see all that often.
Looking ahead, there are lots of new movies coming out that
we’re all anxious to see and even a few away missions that
should prove to be a lot of fun! And, probably our biggest event
of the year, our 25th Anniversary Party is on May 15th! That
should be a lot of fun and I know we’ll have a great time.
Now that I’m winding up this month’s report, I think I’ll
stretch my legs, take a walk and visit our botanical section. Yes,
it’s about time for me to stop and smell the owers of spring.
Until next time . . .

Captain Annie Slonski
Chief Medical Ofcer
U.S.S. Avenger

SCIENTIFIC METHODS
Greetings, All!
By the time you read this, it’ll be spring, and after this winter, I
think it’s safe to say that we’re all very much looking forward to
some warmer, less tempestuous weather!
With the rst fairly rough winter in several years, too, a lot
of folks have been looking anew at the issue of climate change.
Part of the reason for this new look has been a misconception, that
climate change-aka “global warming” would be experienced by
individuals as simply warmer and warmer weather. Interestingly,
that’s not necessarily true. Yes, key parts of our ecosystem are
actually getting warmer, including parts of the oceans and the
polar regions (as evidenced by the substantial meltoffs that we’ve
been observing). However, for a lot of us, what the climate change
models suggest for this stage of the process is more and more
tempestuous weather: harsher storms, higher sea levels, more
extreme temperatures, both hot and cold. In the New York Tmes,
Thomas L. Friedman recently wrote a column in which he referred
to the phenomenon as “global weirding”. He wrote, “I prefer the
term ‘global weirding’, because that is what actually happens as
global temperatures rise and the climate changes. The weather

gets weird. The hots are expected to get hotter, the wets wetter, the
dries drier and the most violent storms more numerous. The fact
that it has snowed like crazy in Washington - while it has rained at
the Winter Olympics in Canada, while Australia is having a record
13-year drought - is right in line with what every major study on
climate change predicts: The weather will get weird; some areas
will get more precipitation than ever; others will become drier than
ever.” And that’s the thing. The skeptics claim that because some
parts of the U.S. had a colder winter than the last few, that climate
change is a hoax. They’re wrong. Reality is, as Mr. Friedman
wrote, matching the models.
Of course, another problem is that science isn’t “perfect”. It’s
always evolving as new information comes to the fore. And the
skeptics are using this, grasping at every straw to suggest that the
theories might be wrong, or worse, a conspiracy of some sort.
And part of it, too, is that the scientists have, as Mr. Friedman
wrote, done a relatively poor job of dealing with the skeptics: “The
climate-science community is not blameless. It knew it was up
against formidable forces - from the oil and coal companies that
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SCIENTIFIC METHODS(CONTINUED)
nance the studies skeptical of climate change to conservatives who hate anything that will lead to more government
regulations to the Chamber of Commerce that will resist
any energy taxes. Therefore, climate experts can’t leave themselves vulnerable by citing non-peer-reviewed research or
failing to respond to legitimate questions, some of which happened with both the Climatic Research Unit at the University
of East Anglia and the United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change.”
So the scientic community, beset by foes that will denigrate science itself rather than accept nding that they don’t
like, will have to put itself into the position of thinking about
the implications of those ndings, and how to explain them
to a confused public. Scientists,. On balance, aren’t typically
used to having to think like advocates or politicians, but they
will need to make sure they don’t end up as unwitting pawns
in political debates. That’s not what science is about.
Friedman wrote: “In my view, the climate-science community should convene its top experts - from places like
NASA, America’s national laboratories, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Stanford, the California Institute of
Technology and the U.K. Met Ofce Hadley Centre - and
produce a simple 50-page report. They could call it ‘What We
Know’, summarizing everything we already know about climate change in language that a sixth grader could understand,
with unimpeachable peer-reviewed footnotes.
“At the same time, they should add a summary of all the
errors and wild exaggerations made by the climate skeptics
- and where they get their funding. It is time the climate
scientists stopped just playing defense. The physicist Joseph
Romm, a leading climate writer, is posting on his Web site,
climateprogress.org, his own listing of the best scientic
papers on every aspect of climate change for anyone who
wants a quick summary now.”
That’s solid advice. Science isn’t perfect. It doesn’t purport
to have ‘all the answers”. But good scientists cannot sit idly
by and allow their work to be denigrated simply because they
reach conclusions that some people nd to be inconvenient
or unpalatable.
This extends beyond just the issue of climate change, too.
Science has come under much attack because it might conict
with someone’s pet ideas. For example, biblical literalists
will stop at almost nothing to ry to discredit science because
scientic study has allowed us to reach conclusions about
history that are quite different than what is included in the
pages of the Bible. (On the other hand, occasionally the Bible
comes up with some things that bear a startling similarity to
scientic discoveries. I like to ask folks, “the Book of Genesis
starts out with a light that predates stars, planets, etc. Might
that be comparable to the background radiation pervading the
universe that’s believed to be the leftover energy from the
Big Bang? And if so, how did the folks writing the Bible
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know??”) As another example, cigarettes fought medical studies for
years that incontrovertibly linked their product to diseases like cancer
and emphysema, not to mention nicotine addiction. And so forth. The
possibility that the search for knowledge can become uncomfortable
for some is always present. But we cannot withdraw from the search
simply because of that possibility.
Meanwhile, back on the ship...
It’s party time! As you read this, the Avenger’s 25tyh Anniversary
party will be just scant weeks away! I hope everyone has signed up to
join in the fun. If not, I hope you will. The Command Staff has worked
very hard to make a truly exceptional event for everyone. Between
great food, a top-notch location, a truly awesome DJ, and some neat
extras, all the elements are in place. Now all we need is that nal, most
important, element: you! If you’ve got any last-minute questions, don’t
hesitate to contact a member of the Command Staff, and we’ll make
sure to get you the correct info. I’ll look forward to seeing you there!
We’re also continuing to look into other activities in the coming
months. Our return trip to Da Vinci’s Workshop was a lot of fun, even if
it was lightly-attended. Because of the sorts of exhibitions they’ve been
hosting, the Discovery Times Square Exposition Center is solidly on
our radar now, and the next exhibition will be artifacts taken from King
Tut’s tomb, as well as new information about the boy king himself.
We’ve added that exhibition to our trips list (see Mission Docket).
Think of that as our A&A trip.
Other ideas are still being mulled, including another attempt to visit
Peddler’s Village, a return to the Liberty Science Center, and various
movie or TV marathons. To be honest, though, to move some of these
ideas forward, we need to hear from you. Are these good ideas? Are
we on the right track? Are we missing stuff that you’d like the group
to do? Even something simple, like possible marathon themes, would
benet from your input. Previously, I’d mentioned episodes of “Space:
1999”, various lms from the catalog of Hayao Miyazaki, episodes
of “Cosmos”, episodes of “From the Earth to the Moon”, or even
“Life After People”. Other ideas could be disaster lms like “The Day
After Tomorrow”, “Deep Impact”, and “2012”, or solid sci- lms like
“Moon” and Tv series like “Defying Gravity”. And of course we’d
welcome other suggestions, especially if you have something you think
fellow members might enjoy and you would be willing to share.
Also, we’re still looking for a new Chief of Communications. This
is a great opportunity to really participate and make a difference in the
organization. When you really come down to it, communication and
all that goes with it has always been a big part of Star Trek. And look
how many ways we communicate, even in real life! If you embrace
that whole idea, that communication is not only important, but fun, why
not consider leading the division? If you’d like to volunteer to lead
the division, or have question about what’s involved in doing so, let
COMM Judy or RADM Todd know ASAP.
Finally, I’m continuing the invitation to the members of SciDiv
to participate in what might be referred to as a desktop exercise, or
even a tabletop game. As most of you know, we have asset of detailed
blueprints of the interior of the ctional U.S.S. Avenger. But one thing
we never did was gure out the interior layouts of the science labs. And
Avenger has a lot of them! If you check out the ship’s plans, you’ll nd
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that most of the labs are quite un-detailed. (They’re located on Deck 3 and Deck 7.) I’m looking for folks willing to share their ideas
about what the interiors of those labs might look like. How are they laid out? What equipment would be found in there? And so forth.
So, if you’re interested, get in touch with me. If we are able to develop those interiors, we’ll include them in future issues of Avenger
News. (By the way, if you need a copy of the plans, ordering information may be found in the “Ship’s BBS”.)
And that’s what I’ve got for this issue! So I shall end here. As always, if you’ve got ideas or thoughts for future SciDiv-sponsored
trips or events, do feel free to send them along! They can be elaborate or very simple ones. Either’s totally cool. I’m especially looking
for suggestions for simple, low-cost things we can do close to home.
As usual, check out “Science Highlights” and let us know what you think. (And feel free to contribute your own suggestions for
the coolest science events in the last couple of months!) Don’t forget “Mission Docket” for some neat upcoming things to do. And if
you’ve got any comments, suggestions or ideas, don’t hesitate to drop me a line. Take care, and ‘til next time…
Ad Astra!
ADM Alex Rosenzweig

Chief Science Ofcer

“FROM THE BELLY OF THE BEAST”
Tweeting,
Spacing,
and
Facing:
The
Evolution of Social Networking
By Matthew J. Rielly
As we get deeper into the 21st Century and the third millennium A.D., media and communication technologies continue to advance
by leaps and bounds. We are closer to the Star Trek era of reading books, newspapers, and magazines electronically instead of in
hardcopy form, at least enough to make Samuel Cogley cringe (see the TOS episode “Court Martial”). Furthermore, we are seeing
more and more people liberating themselves from desktop and laptop computers to send e-mail and text messages on the go. As a
technological dinosaur, I’m slowly adapting to the changes. No, I don’t own a Blackberry or the latest smart phone, and I have no plans
to rush out and buy a new iPad. However, in addition to having enjoyed cell-phone texting capability for more than two years, I nally
made what I consider a radical leap: I nally joined Facebook.
At the risk of sounding like some long-winded old fogey with another one of those when-I-was-your-age stories, the concept of social
networking as we know it today didn’t exist back in the day outside the realm of telephone party lines and chain letters. Today, with the
advent of social networking sites like Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter, the bar has been innitely raised. In addition, what I and likely
everyone else has discovered, once you get into any of these networking sites, there is no turning back. It’s amazing. You live your life
having not heard of this type of networking, thinking “who needs it?” Then, you nally get the urge to create that online account on the
site of your choice, and you wonder how you ever got along without it.
I started out as one of the ranks of those who felt the prevalence of these sites was bordering on excess, thinking they were no
more than just another way to waste time online. I had never even heard of Twitter until about the middle of last year, and I’ve only
visited MySpace once and found it hard to locate someone specic without getting several hundred search results. And, of course, I
kept getting invitations to join Facebook. I was hesitant at rst, and thought that since I already have e-mail, I didn’t need it. Still, the
invitations came into my inbox. Finally, with the year 2010 in effect, I made the fateful decision: I’m joining my posse on Facebook. I
didn’t think that too many people would care whether or not I was there.
Boy, was I wrong.
Once I established my prole and accepted my rst two or three friend requests from fellow club members, I realized that most of
the people I see at monthly meetings, conventions, and other related events were on Facebook. Next thing I knew, my list of Facebook
friends started to grow. And, it didn’t stop there. I wound up doing a search to see if there was a list devoted to an old day camp
I used to go to from 1968 to 1982. Sure enough, I found a listing for Quaker Hill Cottages. There was also a bungalow colony on
the grounds. I wound up being sought out by old fellow campers and colleagues from there. Some of my old high school classmates
eventually found me, including an ex-girlfriend. Even a few old friends from college found their way into my circle. I’m getting a
sneaking suspicion that I may end up getting invited to a reunion or two somewhere down the road. Whether it will help me nd a
woman, the jury is still out on that. At least, though, it’s all free…until some money-hungry media mogul will gure out a way to make
more money off of this, and start charging membership fees.
Let’s take another look at the term “social networking”. The concept in itself is really nothing new. Many of us have done it since
kindergarten without the aid of any electronics except for telephones. On the ip side, some may nd the term intimidating. After
all, it contains the word “networking”, which many a job-seeker has associated with the process of landing something with a steady
paycheck. As the old saying goes, it’s not what you know but who you know. Just tell that to someone who is painfully shy. Tragically,
not everyone feels condent enough to walk into a crowded room and just start introducing themselves and talking to other people.
Whether you’re trying to gather contacts that can help you get a job, realize a dream, or get a hot date, the process is by nature
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labor-intensive. For someone who nds such environments daunting, the process can scare one to death. I will admit, if I did not fall
into that category, my life would be taking different paths than the ones being offered at this time.
Does this mean that social networking web sites are becoming a great equalizer for both extroverts and introverts alike? The way
I see it, that all depends on your point of view. Human beings have varying degrees of comfort zones. While some have no problem
presenting themselves to society like a gorgeous debutante, others prefer to stay close to more familiar territory…such as people
they have known for some time. It would be interesting for social psychology experts to see what people post on these sites, and
chances are they are doing so as we speak.
The networking does not limit itself to social contact. Businesses have jumped into the fray as well. The number of businesses
that have a page on Twitter, MySpace, or Facebook are already too numerous to count. Even the media has already jumped on the
bandwagon. Some outlets have even included monitoring these sites to gather news. Yes, you too can be a reporter just by tweeting.
However, this will not likely make CNN, MSNBC, Fox News, and other news services obsolete. By incorporating this technology
along with the resources they already use, they will simply get the news and break it faster than ever before.
As with every other new breakthrough in history, you have your supporters and your detractors. Your best friend may rave about the
latest gossip they’ve heard exclusively on Twitter. On the ip side, your mother may simply dismiss MySpace as a bigger breeding
ground for perverts than Craig’s List. This brings to mind the classic gun-control debate, wherein people argue whether it’s the
guns that kill people or merely the people wielding them. It’s important to realize that social networking sites do not think or feel.
They are merely tools for humans to use, and ones that must be used responsibly. As long as we use our tweeting powers only
for the good of mankind, make MySpace a kind space, and encourage friendly faces on Facebook, hey….social networking online
may not be so bad after all.

Science Highlights
Compiled By Alex Rosenzweig

Welcome to “Science Highlights”! In this column, members of the Sciences Division (and sometimes others, too!) speak out about
something science related that they thought was of particular interest since the last issue of Avenger News. So, without further ado,
let me turn the spotlight on… Science!
Is There a “Death Star” Out There?
Contributed by Lourdes Underwood
The theories have endured for some time, that a star somewhere out in the far reaches of the solar system has been sending comets
toward the inner system. A new NASA spacecraft might actually tell us whether or not this is really going on.
From io9:
“We’ve always assumed our sun was the only star in our solar system, but maybe not. We could be in a binary system, with a brown
dwarf hiding in the Oort cloud. And it could be bombing us with comets.
“The star, referred to as Nemesis, or “The Death Star”, has been theorized for a while. But now NASA’s new satellite, WISE,
could be able to prove its existence for the rst time. The theory was developed to explain the waves of mass extinctions on Earth,
every 26 million years for the past 250 million years. Comets may be to blame for these die-offs - and the Death Star may be
aiming them at us.”
Want to know more? Browse to:
http://io9.com/5493925/nasa-could-be-close-to-proving-the-existence-of-a-death-star-in-our-solar-system
Phoenix Remains Silent
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
The Phoenix lander on Mars has not been heard from, and is believed dead.
From Spaceight Now:
“NASA says they heard no signals from the Phoenix lander in January,
during 30 communications passes over the probe’s icy landing site, an expected
outcome because the craft was never designed to survive the dark and cold
Martian winter.
“The Odyssey orbiter circling Mars listened for potential radio signals
from Phoenix 30 times over three days late in January. NASA announced late
Thursday that Odyssey did not detect any communications from Phoenix.”
Want to know more? Check out: http://spaceightnow.com/news/n1001/21phoenix/
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All of This Has Happened Before...
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
DNA from a 4,000-year-old man in Greenland has suggested an
additional migration into the Americas.
From Science News:
“A 4,000-year-old Greenland man just entered the scientic
debate over the origins of prehistoric populations in the Americas.
“A nearly complete sequence of nuclear DNA extracted from
strands of the long-dead man’s hair - the rst such sequence
obtained from an ancient person - highlights a previously unknown
and relatively recent migration of northeastern Asians into the New
World about 5,500 years ago, scientists say.”
Want to know more? Hop on over to:
http://www.sciencenews.org/view/generic/id/56213/title/Ancient_DNA_points_to_additional_New_World_migration
From Whence Cometh Belief?
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
A new study suggests that religion developed from existing mental capabilities, not
because it had a specic function of its own, but it can also facilitate cooperation.
From World Science:
“Religion evolved as a byproduct of pre-existing mental capacities, and not because
it fullled a specic function of its own-though it can facilitate cooperation in society,
a study concluded.
“Why religion emerged among early humans remains a source of contention among
scholars. Many scientists believe religion is ultimately based in the brain, but that
still leaves unclear how and why these behaviors originated and how they may have
been shaped during evolution. Some archaeologists think religion came about partly
as a strategy by some people to grab power, simply by claiming some sort of secret
knowledge.
The new study, published 8 February in the research journal Trends in Cognitive Sciences,
takes a somewhat different track, exploring the link between morality and religion.
“ ‘Some scholars claim that religion evolved as an adaptation to solve the problem of
cooperation among genetically unrelated individuals, while others propose that religion
emerged as a by-product of pre-existing cognitive capacities,’ said study co-author Ilkka Pyysiainen of the Helsinki Collegium for
Advanced Studies in Finland.
“Pyysiainen and a co-author, evolutionary psychologist Marc Hauser Harvard University, reviewed the two competing theories using
the principles of what they call experimental moral psychology.”
To learn more, check out: http://www.world-science.net/othernews/100208_religion
Sea Levels Confound Scientists
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
Evidence of an unexpected rise in sea levels during the last ice age casts doubt on current theories about such events.
From Science News:
“Cave formations along the coast of an island in the Mediterranean Sea hold evidence that sea level can rise and fall abruptly during
an ice age, a nding that casts some doubt on current notions about how those lengthy cold spells develop and progress.
“At the height of an ice age, immense volumes of water are locked up in land-based ice sheets, and ocean levels can be as much as
130 meters below where they are today. By contrast, when that ice melts during warm periods, sea level can be a few meters higher
than the modern-day standard, says Jeffrey Dorale, a paleoclimatologist at the University of Iowa in Iowa City. Now, Dorale and his
colleagues report in the 12 February Science that during a brief interval well within the most recent ice age, sea level suddenly and
inexplicably rose to a height more than one meter above today’s.”
To nd out more, check out: http://www.sciencenews.org/view/generic/id/56245/title/Sea_levels_erratic_during_latest_ice_age
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Walkin’ the Walk
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
Researchers have designed synthetic “walking” molecules that may someday function as tiny cargo haulers.
From Science News:
“In one very small step for mankind, researchers have designed a tiny molecule that can walk on a track. Such articial walkers may
one day carry cargo purposefully, much like natural proteins in the body.
“The new walking system, reported in the February Nature Chemistry, is ‘a pretty big leap forward,’ comments chemist Charles
Sykes of Tufts University in Medford, Mass.
“In the body, motor proteins walk in one direction along molecular tracks inside cells, hauling their load as they go. These biomotors
transport big loads, such as organelles, lipids and vesicles, to the desired destinations in the cell.
“ ‘Nature is full of tiny molecular motors,’ Sykes says. ‘Mankind hasn’t been able to build anything comparable,’ in part, because it’s
very hard to scale down to the microscopic level, where ordinary forces such as gravity are negligible, he says.
“In the new study, researchers led by David Leigh of the University of Edinburgh designed a two-legged walker made up of 21
atoms and a track made up of ‘stepping stone’ molecules designed to react chemically with the walker’s two ‘feet’. There are two types
of stepping stones for each of the walking molecule’s two feet. Those feet are chemically different - one consists of a chemical latch
called a hydrazide and the other is a latch called a thiol. This design allows each foot to grab on to every other stepping stone.”
For more on this story, check out: http://www.sciencenews.org/view/generic/id/56296/title/Tiny_molecules_walk_the_track
Hot and Heavy Matter!
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
Matter resulting from collisions of gold atoms has been measured as the hottest ever recorded.
From Science News:
“Scientists have taken the temperature of a minuscule glob of dense, hot matter formed in the grisly aftermath of collisions between
gold atoms traveling near the speed of light. The material reaches an estimated 4 trillion degrees Celsius, about 250,000 times hotter
than the sun’s interior, and higher than any temperature ever reached in a laboratory, researchers reported on 15 February at a meeting
of the American Physical Society.
“The measurements, which will be published in an upcoming Physical Review Letters, provide a more detailed description of the
superhot, superdense soup of matter called quark-gluon plasma, which may mimic the conditions of the infant universe, the researchers
say. Other studies of the soup hint that discrete pockets of the matter break special kinds of symmetry.”
To nd out more, surf on over to:
http://www.sciencenews.org/view/generic/id/56379/title/Hot_and_heavy_matter_runs_a____4_trillion_degree_fever
The Changing Face of Pluto
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
The Hubble Space Telescope is revealing more details
about the surface of Pluto than have ever been seen
before.
From NASA:
“NASA released the most detailed set of images ever
taken of the distant dwarf planet Pluto. The images taken
by NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope show an icy and
dark molasses-colored, mottled world that is undergoing
seasonal changes in its surface color and brightness. Pluto
has become signicantly redder, while its illuminated
northern hemisphere is getting brighter. These changes are
most likely consequences of surface ices sublimating on the sunlit pole and then refreezing on the other pole as the dwarf planet
heads into the next phase of its 248-year-long seasonal cycle. The dramatic change in color apparently took place in a two-year
period, from 2000 to 2002.
“The Hubble images will remain our sharpest view of Pluto until NASA’s New Horizons probe is within six months of its Pluto yby.
The Hubble pictures are proving invaluable for picking out the planet’s most interesting-looking hemisphere for the New Horizons
spacecraft to swoop over when it ies by Pluto in 2015.”
To discover more, explore: http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/hubble/science/pluto-20100204.html
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“Science Highlights” is a way for members to share anything particularly interesting that’s science-related that they’ve seen, heard, or read about
since the last issue of Avenger News. It’s also an easy way to participate and get in print. If you want to share a bit of science-related news, please
send contributions to Chief Science Ofcer Alex at:
980 Linwood Place
North Brunswick, NJ 08902-2267
alexr@tellurian.com

Including a web address or other information source is highly-appreciated.

“ADMIRAL! THERE BE WHALES HERE!”
“Anatomy of a Tragedy”
By Annie Slonski

In a very rare and tragic occurrence, Tilikum (whose name in
Chinook means “friend”), the largest adult male orca in captivity, killed his long-time trainer, Dawn Brancheau, at SeaWorld
Orlando on Wednesday, 24 February. There have been a few
documented instances of orcas injuring or killing their trainers,
but the question is why?
Here are a few factual insights into an orca’s life, both in and
out of captivity, that may help to shed some light. Orcas (orcinus
orca), also known as killer whales, are not really whales at all.
They are the largest species of the dolphin family. It is theorized
that since orcas are the largest of the dolphin species, their
intelligence is also greater than that of their smaller cousins.
The name of “killer whale” came from ancient mariners who
witnessed attacks on much larger whale species such as humpback and grey whales. At the time, they were called “whale
killers,” but that eventually turned into what we are familiar with
now, killer whales.
Orcas inhabit most of the Earth’s oceans, including arctic
waters. They hunt in packs, using clever strategies to t a
specic situation. This has also earned them the nickname of
“wolves of the sea”. They are the top predator in the oceans. It
can be argued that some would think that a species such as the
Great White Shark would be the top predator, but they would be
wrong. There is a National Geographic video which documented
a group of orcas surrounding a whale-watching boat off the
coast of San Francisco and exhibiting normal orca behavior. The
whale watchers spotted another shape gliding in the water next
to the boat quite near the surface. It was a Great White Shark.
The shark briey swam close to the boat before making a 45
degree turn and swimming in the direction of the pod of orcas.

Shortly after, there was a frenzy of activity as one of the orcas and
the shark disappeared below the surface.
Minutes later, the orca that disappeared below the surface rose
from the depths with the now dead shark in its mouth. The captain
of the whale-watching vessel contacted biologist Peter Pyle, who
was doing research on orcas from a nearby island. He was able to
rush out to the scene, get a camera at the end of a pole into the
water and document the event. Two orcas were observed tearing the
shark apart until it sank. When the shark’s buoyant liver rose to the
surface, the orcas began to feed on it.

Orcas are marathon swimmers and a pod of orcas can travel
hundreds of miles in their quest for food sources. As Dr. Richard
Grant in “Jurassic Park” said of the Tyrannosaurus Rex, “T. Rex
doesn’t want to be fed. He wants to hunt.” And that is exactly what
orcas do. They hunt. It is how they are hard-wired. No matter how
diligently we might try, there is nothing that can be done in captivity
to change millennia of hard-wiring.
Orcas are essentially split into two distinct groups: sh eaters and
transients. The sh eaters feed exclusively on such favorite sh as
salmon. These orcas have home ranges that can be anywhere from
120 to 160 kilometers or more and rarely stray from those ranges.
They use intense vocalizations to communicate. Each pod has its
own distinct “dialect” of vocalizations. It is how marine biologists
are able to identify and recognize any given pod. These sh-eating
orcas spend their lives in tight-knit groups ranging anywhere from
ve to twenty individuals, and are a matriarchal society. Their pods
consist of several females, their calves-some of whom stay with
their mothers in the pod for their entire lives-other juveniles, and
one or more males. These are stable pods with several generations
traveling together. It is the oldest female that determines how, where,
and when they eat, sleep, and play. It is the gregarious nature of
the sh eaters that brings several pods together at times to form
one large super pod. Super pods allow members of other pods to
co-mingle, mate, play, and hunt.
(continued on page 10)
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The transient pods seem to have no particular home range and feed exclusively on other marine mammals. What also makes them
quite distinct from the sh eaters is that they, more often than not, run silent. There are very few vocalizations between pod members.
The transient pods are also more uid in nature. Individuals come and go and are made up of mostly unrelated individuals. It is
hypothesized that these orcas come together solely as a foraging pack.
The average lifespan of an orca is not that different from that of a human. Males can attain ages of between 50-60 years old and
females, 60-80 years old. That is a very long lifespan for such an intelligent ocean dweller.
Now, with the above facts in mind, take a two-year-old orca from his natural habitat in Icelandic waters in 1983, rip him forever from
his mother and his pod, forcing him to lead a highly articial and conned life in a featureless cement tank. This is what happened
to Tilikum, the orca who killed his trainer.
Tilikum began his captive life at the now defunct Sealand of the Pacic near Victoria, British Columbia and was used primarily as
breeding stock. During his time at Sealand, just a few months prior to the birth of his rst son, Kyuquot, Tilikum was involved
in the rst of three incidents which resulted in the death of a human. No trainer had ever been in the tank with Tilikum, his thenpregnant mate, Haida II, and a third orca, Nootka IV. The rst incident involved a female trainer who had slipped and fallen into
the orcas’ tank. The three orcas grabbed hold of the trainer in their mouths and tossed her repeatedly between them. This is not
unusual behavior for orcas in the wild. Orcas have been documented tossing live seal pups between each other, with adults presumably
teaching younger orcas how to hunt.
Interestingly enough, considering the above facts, there has never been a conrmed case of an orca attacking and/or killing a human
in the wild. Incidents have occurred where sailors have fallen overboard directly into pods of orcas and emerged without ever being
harmed. It is hypothesized that attacks on humans seem to have a direct correlation to the strain of being in captivity. Just as we
experience stress, so do orcas. Due to this mental stress, captive orcas have been known to exhibit aggressive behaviors and lash out at
their trainers. Another note of interest is these behaviors are rarely, if ever, repeated. But this was not the case with Tilikum. The second
death took place at his current home, Sea World in San Diego, CA, on July 6th of 1999. A 27-year-old male intruder’s corpse was
found oating naked in Tilikum’s enclosure. The man had visited the park on July 5th and stayed after the park had closed for the day,
evading security personnel. It was determined that the man died of a combination of hypothermia and drowning. There was evidence of
bite marks on the body by Tilikum, but it was not evident if the bites occurred before or after his death.
This third and most recent incident was the result of Tilikum’s trainer lying on the shallow shelf in his pool. Dawn usually had her
long hair braided whenever she worked on dry land with Tilikum. On this day, she had her hair in only a pony tail, as required by Sea
World’s regulations. Potentially never having seen a pony tail, Tilikum thought it a toy and grabbed a hold of it, pulling Dawn into
the water, eventually albeit unintentionally drowning her.
To further understand these events, we also have to look at the facts about Tilikum. As stated earlier, he is the largest orca ever to
have been in captivity. He is 22’ 6” in length and weighs 12,300 pounds, which translates to just over six tons. Tilikum’s immense size
is illustrated by his dorsal ns, which are six and a half feet long. Taking all these facts into account, he is more difcult to manage
than other captive orcas. The main reason for the ban on his handlers working directly with Tilikum in his tank was because of the
ever-present danger of being crushed or drowned by the massive animal as he moved around his enclosure.
Other contributing factors could be purely psychological. Tilikum could possibly have been experiencing the cetacean equivalent of
an anxiety disorder. Post-traumatic stress disorder has been a bonade diagnosis in other species, as identied by Dr. Temple Grandin
and others. Tilikum may have been trying to communicate, but unfortunately no one has been listening, or at least understanding
what the orca is telling his keepers. The worst thing that could happen to Tilikum would be to remit him to a lifelong solitary
connement. That could only worsen his situation. Some have theorized that Tilikum and other captive orcas could be returned to
the wild after an intense rehabilitation program. Others feel that captive orcas should at least go to marine sanctuaries such as the
one that housed Keiko, the orca featured in “Free Willy”. In Keiko’s situation, he had been in captivity for so long that even when
given the opportunity and the tools needed to survive in the open water, he would constantly return to be fed by the humans who
had cared for him all of his life.
The outcome of Tilikum’s fate may still as of yet be undecided. For now, he is back on exhibit and performing as SeaWorld’s iconic
killer whale, Shamu, in shows to entertain the public, for the show must go on.
Sources:
National Geographic Video “The Whale That Ate Jaws”: http//channel.nationalgeographic.com/
American Cetacean Society: http://www.acsonline.org/factpack/KillerWhale.htm
Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilikum
Slate Magazine - “When Animals Attack . . . Twice”: http://www.slate.com/id/2246027/
Cosmic Log - “Inside the Mind of a “Killer Whale”: http://cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/archive/2010/02/25/2212623.aspx
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From Alex Rosenzweig:
Support Constellation
Many folks don’t believe that the President ios making the right decision about manned space travel. Among them are Mike and
Denise Okuda. They decided to speak out, and created a website to help support the Constellation program and the hope of missions
to the Moon and Mars. Check out this site, which is about as unabashedly pro-space as it gets. Then go let your elected representatives
know that you, too, are pro-space. [Grin]
http://web.me.com/michaelokuda/CONSTELLATION/GO_BOLDLY.html
Project Potemkin
The early 21st Century has been the era of the fan lm, and Star Trek has been blessed with many groups wanting to play in
its world. One of the newest is Project Potemkin. This new fan lm series is set in 2296 aboard the starship Potemkin, an uprated
Constitution-class starship (such as the U.S.S. Enterprise, NCC-1701-A). It’s on a ve-year mission of exploration in deep space,
where its crew will encounter strange new worlds while seeking out new life-forms and new civilizations. The episodes will focus on
science ction as well as action-adventure. As a side note, the rst actor cast, in fact, was John Broughton of “Starship Farragut”,
who will be making a cameo as Admiral Jack Carter.
http://www.projectpotemkin.com/
Star Trek: Excalibur
This fan lm series had disappeared for a while. They have quite a story to tell!
“As you might know, our sets were destroyed by the owners of the stage space we were renting. We were apparently caught in the
middle of a situation between the brothers that owned the studio. They lost the studio to foreclosure, it was sold, and we had been
working on an agreement with the new owner, during which time we were locked out of the stage and away from our sets and property.
While we were negotiating with the new owners’ lawyer, without so much as a phone call, this new owner had our sets bulldozed.
We led a lawsuit against them, initially without any response. As our lawyer was about to le for a judgment, their lawyer contacted
ours and informed him that they would respond to the suit within two weeks. Since that time, we have tried to contact our lawyer,
unsuccessfully. No response to any calls, emails faxes, anything. We are ready to le a complaint with the Nevada Bar against him.
There will be one more registered letter informing him that some kind of resolution, or at least a refund of the $2,500 retainer and
turning over all documents pertaining to the lawsuit, is required within 30 days of the date of the letter or we will be going to the Bar
and the Press (he is running for ofce here in Vegas currently).
“In the meantime, we have decided to tentatively start up again and ask for help in getting back into preproduction, as we are still
paying expenses incurred with the original production. With an understanding that the economy is not the best for doing this, we are
asking if someone is interested or knows someone that would be interested and able to provide nancial assistance for the production.
Even while we are obtaining backing for the project, we will be starting up the writing department, completing the rewrites on the
current batch of scripts, and moving the other approved stories to their 1st drafts.”
The stories of “Star Trek: Excalibur” were set shortly after the end of the original Star Trek TV series, with the Excalibur having been
repaired and ret after the events of “The Ultimate Computer”.
http://www.startrekexcalibur.org/

Look at this spiffy poster and go buy one!
Done by artist Chris Allan, this detailed poster
matches up with the ofcial Avenger Blueprints
and gives a detailed look inside our vessel.
Take a look! It’s at our CaféPress store: http://
www.cafepress.com/ussavenger
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Here are the highlights of the next few months in Star Trek books...
Available April 2010:
Unspoken Truth (ST:TOS), by Margaret Wander Bonanno

A social experiment was conceived. Its goal was to breed the best, the brightest, the most
malleable and most loyal soldiers to ever serve. To this end, the Romulan Empire used its own
children, blinded by the belief that anything that would bring glory to the praetor was justied. And
when the winds of politics changed, these children were abandoned, left to die on a world so
horrifying that it was dubbed-by those who dared to cling to life-Hellguard.
One wild child, Saavik, was rescued by Spock. He took the half-Vulcan, half-Romulan child home
to his parents, knowing that if anyone could reach and rescue Saavik, it was them.
Now a Star Fleet ofcer, Saavik has striven to honor her mentor and her Vulcan heritage. But
recent events have shaken her. Left behind on Vulcan while the rest of the Enterprise crew goes to
face court-martial for stealing and destroying their ship, the young science ofcer is adrift when two
men from her past confront her. Tolek, another Hellguard survivor, tells Saavik that the survivors
are being killed one-by-one and only they can discover who and why. The other, a Romulan who
claims to be her father, swears it is the Vulcans who are eliminating the Hellguard survivors because
they are an embarrassment to all of Vulcan, but that she has the power to stop it, by bringing down
the Vulcan ambassador, Sarek.
Not knowing where to turn, not knowing whom to trust, Saavik must nd her own answers, and
discover who she truly is.

The Needs of the Many (STO), by Michael A. Martin

This is the rst tie-in novel to the new massively-multiplayer on-line role-playing game, Star Trek
Online.
Prior to the terror-lled times of the Long War-the seemingly endless struggle against the Undine,
a paranoid, shape-shifting race once known only as Species 8472-enemy sleeper agents quietly
penetrated every echelon of Federation society, as well as other starfaring civilizations throughout
the Alpha and Beta quadrants. The ensuing conict shook humanity to its very core, often placing
its highest ideals against a pure survival instinct. All too frequently, the Undine War demanded the
harshest of sacrices and exacted the steepest of personal costs from the countless millions whose
lives the great interdimensional clash forever altered.
Drawn from his exhaustive research and interviews, The Needs of the Many delivers a glimpse of
Betar Prize-winning author Jake Sisko’s comprehensive “living history” of this tumultuous era. With
collaborator Michael A. Martin, Sisko illuminates an often-poorly-understood time, an age marked
indelibly by both fear and courage-not to mention the willingness of multitudes of unsung heroes who
became the living embodiment of the ancient Vulcan philosopher Surak’s famous axiom, “The needs
of the many outweigh the needs of the few.”

Available May 2010:
The Children of Kings (ST:TOS), by David Stern

When the Orion syndicate holds the Enterprise’s doctor for ransom, Captain Pike must discover why
the Orions no longer fear Star Fleet in this new novel set in the classic Star Trek era.
A thorn in the side of civilized space travel for more than a hundred years, the Orion syndicate
has gotten bolder. They are harassing more ships and daring to even tangle with smaller Star Fleet
vessels. When one of the leading members begs Captain Christopher Pike to let his doctor treat
one of their own, Pike agrees. But it’s a trap, and the Orions take the doctor hostage. Captain
Pike is left to wonder why, since the Orions know that Star Fleet does not negotiate. Spock thinks
perhaps they no longer fear the consequences, and if so, they must discover what has changed
the Orions’ instinctual nature.

Available June 2010: No Release Announced To Date
NEWSFLASH: There were four novels originally scheduled for release in June
through September, and set in the alternate universe of the “Star Trek” (2009) lm.
All have all been pulled from the release schedule. Pocket Books, in announcing the
indenite delay of these books, said that they had “decided to hold off on telling
new stories while JJ and his team continue to develop his vision.”
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The Ship’s BBS was rst introduced in the novel Spock’s World, written by Diane Duane. Like BBSs of today, it was a place where items of interest could be
posted for the crew to read and respond to. This column is much like that. Things may change from time to time, so keep checking back each issue.
* Help Wanted!
Looking to contribute to the Avenger? If so, we need your help! The following positions are open:
- Press Ofcer: Write and distribute press releases to the ship’s media list, interact with reporters and other media personnel, and help craft our club image to the
world at large!
- Chief of Communications: Serve on the senior staff, and be a leader of the members in the Communications Division. Have a direct voice in the running of the chapter.
Highlight communications interests, covering theories, technologies, and anything about how people interact with each other, in many media, both in the Trek Universe
and in real life. (This position requires STARFLEET membership in good standing.)
Contact COMM Judy or RADM Todd if you’d like to volunteer!
- Second Ofcer: Serve on the senior staff, and oversee the membership database and Point System (for promotions). Assist the CO and XO in other capacities, as well,
including (but not limited to) heading special projects or doubling in a senior staff position if there are multiple vacancies and the Executive Ofcer is already lling one
of them. (This position requires STARFLEET membership in good standing.)
* Do you have an idea for an event or activity? We love to do stuff, that’s for sure! Lots of stuff is based on ideas our members bring to the group, and can be
as simple as something you enjoy and would like to share. How? It’s easy! Just ask an Avenger Command Staff member for an Event Planner and begin your
adventure today. Event Planners contain descriptions of events/activities, and both the Planners and sign-up sheets are passed around at each month’s ship meeting.
This is a way for everyone to nd out the details of what’s going on, or to share your ideas for what you want to do! We need your help, because if no one
coordinates events, they don’t happen!!
* Internet Resources:
The Avenger has a lot of opportunities to interact through the Internet! Check ‘em out...
- The adventure begins with our spiffy website where you can nd information about your fellow crewmates and read online logs from your division chief:
http://www.ussavenger.org/
- Another great way to contact your STARFLEET buddies is through the Internet Relay Chat (IRC). Instructions can be found on the Avenger site. Go to the Internet
Resources link on the navigation bar on the Avenger’s main site, and follow the instructions about IRC. NOTE: To access the IRC servers, use:
irc.eetchat.org
Port 6667
The main STARFLEET channel is #stareet, and Avenger maintains its own channel at #avenger
For additional information, visit http://www.eetchat.org/
- The Avenger Yahoo Group is a great place to get updated news from the Avenger via email and special website features. Check it out at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/avenger-s
- Avenger News newsletters are archived online, in PDF format, in a dedicated, members-only Google Group. The group is here: http://groups.google.com/group/
avengernews?lnk=li
* Our CaféPress Store: You can buy Avenger schtuff online like T-shirts, sweatshirts, mugs, mousepads, etc at the Cafepress Avenger Store, featuring our logo. We’ve
also upgraded the store with special 25th Anniversary items, so check out all the new stuff! The store can be found at: http://www.cafepress.com/ussavenger
* CaféPress Store Feedback: Is there something you’d like that we’re not offering at the Avenger Store? Check out CaféPress’s product list, and if you see something
there that’s not available in our store, contact Avenger Command and let them know.
* And for all you gamin’ freaks, Avenger also has merchandising for its Hazard Team. Check it out at: http://www.cafepress.com/1860hazard
* Avenger Blueprints!
Do you nd yourself getting lost every time you’re on duty while serving aboard your ship? Maybe you should get one of these spiffy blueprint maps!
From the Federation Frontiers publishing ofce, we are pleased to offer General Plans for the Avenger-Class Heavy Frigate. No starship, save the famous line of those
named Enterprise, has received this much attention to detail.
The twenty (20) sheet set includes:
- Construction history
- Ship’s directory
- Six (6) external views
- Full starship specications
- Equipment listing (with system contractors)
- Four (4) cross-section views
- Plan views of all eleven decks at 1:600 scale
- Full-sheet details of the bridge, torpedo pod, main engineering, two-level recreation deck, Sickbay, transporter complex, and auxiliary control.
For more information e-mail the author, Mike Rupprecht, at MRupprecht@aol.com, or just visit the Federation Frontiers web site for this and other spectacular Star
Trek technical documents: http://members.aol.com/FdFrontier/
The Avenger-class Heavy Frigate General Plans cost a mere $10.00 for Avenger crew members, and can be purchased directly from Alex Rosenzweig. You can
also buy the plans via mail order for $12, which includes shipping charges. Money orders are preferred, and will speed delivery. However, personal checks are
acceptable and should be payable to “Michael C. Rupprecht”. Custom rolled sets are available for $15.00 and deluxe poster-sized sets for $40.00. To order, simply
print out the handy order form at web site, or send your name, address, e-mail address, number and type of sets desired, along with your check or money order,
to the following address:
Federation Frontiers
c/o Michael C. Rupprecht
3711 Bloomingdale Drive
Hillsborough, NJ 08844-5531
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* A STARFLEET Community of Particular Note: Interested members are invited to join a community called Project SIMELE. “SIMELE” is short for “STARFLEET
In the Movie and Early Lost Eras”, and its focus is for members or chapters of STARFLEET who have an interest in, use the motif of, or are ctionally set in the
timeframe of roughly 2270 to 2335 in the Star Trek Universe, to interact. (This, of course, includes the Avenger.) It’s designed to provide a venue for members to
share resources, exchange ideas and thoughts about playing in this era of Star Trek, possibly develop cooperative ction, and so forth. Come check the group out
at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SIMELE/
* Avenger Fiction Update
We have several stories being developed for your enjoyment at this time. These include:
- COMM Judy has been getting all Asimovian-prolic lately, and has three stories in various stages of completion, including one running in this issue. Great work,
Judy!
- The script for a proposed Avenger episode of “Tales of the Seventh Fleet” is now being reviewed and updated as an Avenger short story. We may look at converting it
back into a screenplay sometime in the future, but it was decided that, for now, doing it as a short story is a better option.
- Another new piece being worked on is a vignette about a tour of the science labs. Watch for it in the months to come.
- Ideas and suggestions for future possible group collaborations are welcomed. Feel free to send them to ADM Alex, or even pitch them to the Avenger’s e-mail list.
- Suggestions for interesting characters to ll open spots in Avenger’s ctional crew are wanted! You can provide just some rough notes, or a full character le. If
you’d like to get in on the fun, check in with ADM Alex.
- And don’t forget to work on keeping your own main character’s le up-to-date, too! Or create one if you haven’t done so yet. Check with ADM Alex for
assistance if you need it.
* Quote for this Issue:
“Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Being willing is not enough; we must do.” - Leonardo Da Vinci

U.S.S. AVENGER

-

MISSION DOCKET

11 April 2010 - Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: Trek tech and real tech: art imitating life imitating art.
Event Coordinator: COMM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rutgers.edu
16-18 April 2010 - Chiller Theatre
Hilton Parsippany, One Hilton Court, Parsippany, NJ
Horror and Science Fiction Convention. Guests from horror and sci- movies, TV, wrestling, and music. Large dealers’
rooms. Guests include Alice Cooper, Richard Chamberlain, Sally Kellerman, Connor Trineer, Robert Carradine, Caroline
Munro, and many more!
Cost: At the Door: General admission is $25 per day. In Advance: General admission is $20 per day, or $60 for all three
days (VIP).
Event Website: http://www.chillertheatre.com
23-25 April 2010 - Trenton Computer Festival
The College of New Jersey, Ewing Township, New Jersey, Saturday 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM, Sunday 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM, Flea
market opens 9:00 AM both days.
This is the oldest, largest, and best computer show for personal computer users. Indoor exhibit space, outdoor ea market,
numerous talks. Free parking.
Event Website: http://www.tcf-nj.org
15 May 2010 - U.S.S. Avenger 25th Anniversary Party
The Pines Manor, 2085 Route 27, Edison, NJ, 6:00 PM
In 2010, the U.S.S. Avenger will celebrate its Silver Anniversary. Yes, 25 years of fun, friendship, and fandom as an active
STARFLEET chapter. And in May, we’ll gather together with friends to recognize that landmark milestone.
We’ll have more details soon, as plans get nalized, but we hope that you’ll plan to join us for this memorable event.
Event Coordinator: COMM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rutgers.edu
5 June 2010 - Avenger Fiction Workshop
980 Linwood Place, North Brunswick, NJ, 12:00 PM - 6:00 PM
Explore new stories, expansions of existing story threads, new or updated characters, and more! Join us for the
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brainstorming session. Stories can be of any length, from 1 page to dozens, so don’t feel you have to write a novel to
participate. :)
Cost is negligible for the workshop itself. Contributions of drinks or munchies appreciated, and save a little in case we
decide to go for dinner afterward.
Event Coordinator: Alex Rosenzweig, alexr@tellurian.com
12 June 2010 - U.S.S. Sovereign 20th Anniversary Party
The Cottage Green, Ashton Street, Philadelphia, PA, 7:00 PM
This will include an open buffet, DJ, and door prizes.
Cost: $30.00 per person. If you would like to attend please send your check or money order to: U.S.S. Sovereign,
PO Box 21043, Philadelphia, PA 19154.
13 June 2010 - Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: Sci- for the summer season.
Event Coordinator: COMM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rutgers.edu
9-11 July 2009 - Shore Leave 32
Marriott Hunt Valley, Shawan Road, Hunt Valley, MD
Shore Leave is one of the premiere fan-run conventions on the East Coast. It has guests, panels, gaming, a Meet-the-Pros
night, and much more! Guests include Catherine Hicks, Edward Jamed Olmos, Dominick Keating, Katee Sackhoff, Kevin
Sorbo, and Bill Dow, along with lots of authors and editors.
Event Website: http://www.shore-leave.com/
24 July 2010 - King Tut Artifacts Exhibition Trip
Discovery Times Square Exposition Center, 226 West 44th Street, New York, NY, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Tutankhamun and the Golden Age of the Pharaohs returns to NYC after more than 30 years!
Behold the legendary treasures of King Tut. For the rst time in a generation, revel in the splendor of the ancient Egyptian
world as you view a dazzling array of possessions unearthed from his tomb, along with antiquities representing his family
and contemporaries. Through 10 galleries and 130 artifacts, New York City will experience the world of the pharaohs
like never before…
* See the boy king’s golden canopic cofnette and the crown found on his head when the tomb was discovered
* Learn about the extraordinary discovery of Tut’s tomb and the beliefs and funerary processes of ancient Egypt
* New scientic ndings about King Tut will go on display for the rst time in a gallery devoted to the latest DNA studies and
other forensic information about his life and death.
Ticket Costs are: Adults: $27.50; Seniors (65+) $25.50; Children (4-12) $17.50; Children under 4 FREE
Event Coordinator: ADM Alex Rosenzweig, alexr@tellurian.com
Event Website: http://www.discoverytsx.com/exhibitions/kingtut or http://www.kingtutnyc.com/
30 July - 1 August 2010 - STARFLEET International Conference 2010
Western Hills Guest Ranch, Sequoyah State Park, Wagoner, OK
STARFLEET’s annual gathering! Yeah, there’s a bit of business, but it’s a fantastic opportunity to see friends one doesn’t get
to spend much time with, and make lots of new ones, from all over this amazing organization.
Cost: Adult Registration: $25.00; Child Registration: $12.50; Saturday Lunch: $10.00; Saturday Night Banquet: $35.00;
Marine Mess: $22.00
Event Website: http://www.ic2010.org/
8 August 2010 - Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: Star Trek fan lm series.
Event Coordinator: COMM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rutgers.edu

NOTE: Please, if you are planning to attend an event, let the event/project coordinator know of your plans, so he/she can
make the proper arrangements. Thanks!
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** Admiralty Board Updates:
- VADM Keira Russell-Strong has been elected as Regional Coordinator of Region 17.
- FCAPT Donna Reid was elected Regional Coordinator of Region 11.
** FADM Les Rickard, the current Judge Advocate General, STARFLEET, submitted his resignation due to personal reasons. Letters of application
for Judge Advocate General, along with standard resumes, need to be sent to the Regional Coordinator or FADM Sal Lizard, Commander,
STARFLEET, no later than 11:59:59 PM Eastern Time Thursday, 15 April. All applicants will be put before the Admiralty Board for consideration
on Friday, 16 April.
** STARFLEET Operations has announced the commissioning of the following chapters:
- U.S.S. Constellation, NCC-71855, based in Paducah, KY, Region 1, CAPT Brian Hooper, Commanding
- U.S.S. Shooting Star, NCC-5375, based in Clearwater, FL, Region 2, CAPT Johnothan Babb, Commanding
- U.S.S. FireFox, NCC-19083, based in Ozark, AR, Region 12, CAPT Chris Tolbert, Commanding
- U.S.S. Victorious, NCC-40967, based in New Port Richey, FL, Region 2, CAPT Mark Anderson, Commanding
- U.S.S. Susquehannock, NCC-71833, based in York, PA, Region 7, CAPT Stacey Cress, Commanding
** STARFLEET Shakedown Operations has announced the launch of the following chapter:
- U.S.S. Columbia, NX-2049, Region 1, Elizabethtown,KY, COMM Jason Shreck, Commanding
- U.S.S. Rassilon, NX-11, Region 20, based in Stevenage, Herts, UK, Marie Wilson, Commanding
- U.S.S. Rachel Garrett, NX-71819, based in Weatherford, TX, Region 3, COMM Marian Murphy, Commanding
- U.S.S. Karme, NX-80117, based in Phoenix, Arizona, Region 4, CAPT Jonathan Connor, Commanding
- U.S.S. Reuben James, NX-75002, based in Urbana, IL, Region 12, CAPT Richard Squire III, Commanding
** The Chief of Staff announced a new email address for the Personnel Ofce: hr@s.org
** FCAPT Annie Wheeler is stepping down as Alumni Outreach Program (AOP) Director. Stepping up to replace Annie will be her Assistant
Director, James Jones. You can read Annie Wheeler’s latest report on our s.org website within this month’s Command Status Report for
Communications: http://www.s.org/portal/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=107&Itemid=488
** STARFLEET Academy News:
- Abbreviations, Acronyms, Netiquette, Emoticons, and HTML Basics covered in new courses for the College of Communications.
- To Boldly Laugh - a new course in the College of Humour covers humor in the Star Trek series and movies. Smile!
- A new Institute, the Institute of Fantasy, Horror, and the Supernatural (IOFHS), under dean Erik Stubbleeld, will open soon.
- New TRACOM courses announced: Special Operations SO-11 Special Operations History and Traditions, SO-21 Advanced Tactics, Combat
Engineers CE-12 Vehicles and Equipment, and Maritime Operations MO-14 Basic History and Traditions.
- Other new colleges include:
- College of Dr. Who under Grady Glover; College of Stargate under Annie Wheeler ; College of Charmed under Debbie French.
- Cher Schleigh was welcomed as the new SFA Newsletter editor.
** STARFLEET International Conference News
- IC 2010 will be in Wagoner, Oklahoma in the Sequoyah State Park, on 29 July - 1 August 2010. There is a lodge and cottages/cabins. Registrations
are now open. The IC2010 website is http://www.ic2010.org/
- IC 2011 It will take place on 12-14 August 2011, at Pocono Manner, Pennsylvania, in the Pocono Mountains. Their web site is online with
lots more information: http://www.ic2011.com/
- Jeff Victor, the IC2011 Conference Chairman, has requested assistance from the whole region, even though the IC is a U.S.S. Challenger project. If
you would like to help, assistance is needed in the following areas:
* Transportation Team
* Hospitality Team
* Registration Team
* Paintball Committee
* Honor Guard
* Gaming Room Staff
Also, if you have a panel idea, please email the team at panels@ic2011.com with your ideas and contact information. Even if you don’t want to
host a panel, any idea is worth exploring!
If you are interested in helping out, please send an email with your interests to volunteers@ic2011.com.

Region 7 News:

** The regional fundraiser continues; return used inkjet cartridges for cash (http://empties4cash.com) For further info, contact Mike Stein at
JusticeOC@aol.com
** CAPT Joseph Horton is creating a charity cookbook and is looking for recipes. He is basically accepting any recipes and if they don’t quite t this
book, they will be used in the next fundraiser, which is the IC 2011 cookbook.
** The U.S.S. Sovereign will be celebrating its 20th Anniversary on 12 June 2010. DETAILS: The Cottage Green, Ashton Street, Philadelphia, PA
Cost: $30.00 per person.
This will include an open buffet, DJ, and door prizes.
If you would like to attend please send your check or money order to: U.S.S. Sovereign, PO Box 21043, Philadelphia, PA 19154.
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THE AVENGER IN FICTION: “FIRST IMPRESSIONS”
By Judy Waidlich, with Alex Rosenzweig

“Space, The Final Frontier... These are the continuing voyages of the starship Avenger. Her ongoing mission: to explore strange,
new worlds; to seek out new life and new civilizations; to boldly go where no one has gone before.”

Many members’ questions have dealt with the ctional Avenger. Since we call for members to make up personnel les for their characters,
members want to know just how our ctional universe works. What does the ctional Avenger do? How does it t into the Star Trek Universe
as portrayed on TV and in the lms, books, comics, etc.? To answer these questions, and to (hopefully) keep you folks entertained, this series
of articles was born.
For this issue, we bring you, not another chapter in a star-spanning epic, but a shorter tale of life on a starship, of new beginnings and other transitions,
as written by none other than our CO, Judy Waidlich. Enjoy!

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
By Judith Waidlich
August 2306:
The lithe young ensign ran down the longest corridor in this
space station. Missing the shuttle to her rst posting would not be
the rst impression she’d hope to make.
Tawny Taylor was just out of the Academy and looked forward
to her assignment on the U.S.S. Avenger. She swiftly rounded a
corner and had a short sprint to the shuttlebay. She halted before
she could crash through the doors. The doors opened and she
looked for the shuttle to transport her and the other crewmen to
the Avenger.
The pilot caught her out of the corner of his eye and turned to
watch her jog the rest of the way.
“Thought you weren’t going to make it.”
“Me <pant, pant> neither. Thanks for waiting.” She slowed
down to a fast walk, nally having a moment to catch her breath.
“For you, any time.” Mick Kellor looked appraisingly over the
young ensign with a body to stop trafc. He escorted her through
the shuttle door, which closed behind them.
Tawny took a seat among the few passengers, who seemed
to not notice her as they were absorbed in a conversation...about
physics, she thought. Then they looked up briey and introduced
themselves as Ernst Ecks and Wie, new transfers to the Avenger.

Nearly an hour later, Mick guided the shuttle to a perfect landing in the Avenger’s shuttlebay. The door opened and everyone
exited the craft.
Standing near the doorway, waiting to greet the new crewmembers, was a very tall Efrosian. The ofcer introduced himself as
T’HoD, the XO of the U.S.S. Avenger. “Welcome aboard. Follow
me to your quarters.” He turned sharply and led the trio out of
the shuttle area, down a corridor, and to the turbo-lift. As they all
entered the lift, T’HoD requested Deck 6. As the turbo-lift came
to a stop, he told the trio that Taylor and Ecks had quarters on this
deck. He would take them rst to their quarters, and then Wie to
Deck 4. And they made their way down the corridor.

Back in the shuttlebay, Mick Kellor nished up the post-ight
check. He turned and found the captain glaring at him from across
the shuttlebay. He straightened up as she made her way toward
him; he must be in trouble now. Then her countenance changed
from the stern look to an actual smile. Wow, what a difference!
He struggled to push inappropriate thoughts out of his mind.
“What can I do for you, sir?” Kellor said formally.
“Just decided to cut out all the middlemen and get the lowdown
on the new crew. So tell me your impressions, and remember
who you’re talking to.” She gave him another stern look and then
smiled again.
“Well, the two physicists, Ensign Ecks and Lieutenant Wie,
talked shop the whole time. Gave me a headache.”
Waidlich gave him a “poor you” look, with a gleam of amuseThe shuttle gracefully lifted off and left the space station on a
ment
in her eye. Then her brow furrowed. “Did you say X and
course to the starship. The Avenger had been detoured from the
Y?”
space station to deliver medical supplies to a planet in a nearby
“That’s Ecks and Wie.”
star system. The planet, though not a member of the Federation,
“Great, wait until Zee hears about that. Any more letters of
hoped to attain that goal someday. Sending the starship with the
the
alphabet?”
supplies was Star Fleet’s way of showing the planet’s inhabitants
Not
knowing whether to laugh at the captain’s joke, and to
how important they were.
keep
those
strange thoughts at bay, he collected himself. “No, just
Taylor gazed out the window, her mind racing all over the place.
Taylor.”
She was full of excitement and trepidation for what was to come.
“Impressions… besides the obvious.”
What would her crewmates be like? Her roommate? Would they
Feeling all of a sudden nervous and self-conscious, Mick
take her seriously or would they treat her as a “dumb blond”? She
swallowed.
“Typical newbie, ready to prove her worth. Excited
could not help the way she looked. Other women were jealous of
to
be
out
here.”
the attention she got from men. She did not seek them out, but
“That’s it?”
Tawny attracted them like ies to honey. Except for those two
“Well, besides the obvious.”
scientists next to her. Well, maybe things would be different on
The
two headed out of the shuttlebay toward the turbo-lift.
the starship.
Mick
was
wondering what was behind the captain’s sudden interTawny had had her share of relationships, but most men usually
est
in
him.
Waidlich, lost in thought, was startled by the turbo-lift
didn’t see past her looks. Taylor would prove to be the best
doors
opening
and nearly walking into her XO.
xenobiologist on the ship, if not in all of Star Fleet. She was not
17
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“Just who I was looking for,” said Waidlich. “We need to talk.
Please excuse us, Mick.”
Mick entered the turbo-lift, which quickly cut him off from
view.
Waidlich and T’HoD headed farther down the corridor. “New
arrivals all settled?”
“Yep. Did I interrupt something?” inquired T’HoD.
“Just getting an informal impression of the new arrivals,”
responded Waidlich.
“Permission to talk freely?”
“Go ahead,” replied Waidlich, somewhat curiously.
“Seems to be something between you and Kellor. Not that
anyone else has noticed.”
“Please! I’m old enough to be his...”
“Big sister,” T’HoD quipped.
“I was going to say older cousin. But you’re closer to the truth
than you know.” She sighed. “He obviously doesn’t recognize
me.”
T’HoD gave his CO a puzzled look.
Waidlich continued. “I used to date his older brother, Jon. It
was quite serious.”
“Oh,” replied T’HoD. “I do remember something about a
brother dying when Mick was young.”
“It doesn’t help that he looks exactly like him. Brings up
a lot of feelings and memories.” After a brief pause, Judy continued, “Mick was the kid brother that followed his big brother
everywhere. Or at least tried to.”
“Surprised he doesn’t recognize you,” commented T’HoD.
“I’m sure he does on some level, but hasn’t put two and
two together. Besides, I was young, a typical teenager, about to
embark on her future at Star Fleet Academy.” There was another
longer pause. “Then it all went wrong. It changed me.”
“Can see that it would be difcult to bring up the subject.
Need me to help?”
“No, not necessary. It’s something I need to do myself,” added
Waidlich.
“You’re doing a bang-up job, there, Captain.”
Waidlich sighed as she shook her head. They came to another
turbo-lift. Waidlich entered, followed by her XO. The doors
whooshed shut. “Deck ve,” commanded Waidlich. Moments
later, the doors whooshed open and Waidlich preceded T’HoD out
of the turbo-lift.
Waidlich turned. “I’m going to walk around a bit.”
“See you at the poker game later?” asked D’HamYu.
“Sure,” she said as she continued walking away from T’HoD.

mess hall. Erin was talking incessantly about her family in Ireland,
her interests in art, music, and hiking. They arrived at the mess hall,
entered, and got something to eat. They found a secluded table near
one corner. Erin continued on about life on a starship.
Tawny told Erin about her father, a famous composer, and her
author mother. She was not sure how that made for a xenobiologist
daughter. She continued on about her home in Kentucky and her
hobbies of riding and outdoor activities.
The conversation turned to gossip and who to watch out for.
“What about that pilot, Mick?” inquired Taylor.
“Got to watch out for that one.” Erin giggled. “Can you keep a
secret? He has a crush on the captain.”
“Really?” Tawny’s eyebrows went up.
“But the captain doesn’t know he exists,” continued Erin. Taylor’s
face had a puzzled look. “I mean besides as a pilot,” Erin nished.
Tawny nished her meal in silence, trying to absorb it all.
Suddenly, a familiar male form leaned over and asked, “How
about that tour of the ship I promised you? Oh, hi, Erin,” he added
as an afterthought.
“I’ll take a rain check for now,” responded Taylor.
“Mind if I join you, then?” asked Mick.
“Take a seat,” replied Taylor.
“The rst day can be exhausting. Remember, if you need anything, just let me know. If you need someone to show you the
ropes, I mean if Erin is not around, just ask,” continued Mick. Erin
scowled while Tawny nodded.
The three noticed a hush that came over the room, then noticed
the shadow of another person cast across the table. The captain.
“As you were,” said Waidlich, as she placed a quite ugly-looking
rock on the table.
Mick looked at the rock, then glanced up at the captain, who
ashed a lopsided smile, then gazed back at the rock.
“We’ll talk later, Mr. Kellor. I have some holoprograms you might
enjoy. Now, I have a poker game to get to.”
“Captain, what about this?” he questioned as he pointed to the
rock on the table.
“Just a gift from a young admirer, a long time ago.”
“A gift is to be treasured always,” said Mick.
“Right you are,” she said as Mick handed the ugly item back to
her. She took it, turned, and exited the mess hall. The room noise
level slowly rose back to its former buzz.
“That was odd,” said Erin.
“Which part?” asked Tawny.
“All of it, coming in here, the rock, just all of it.” Erin turned to
Mick. “Do you know what it means?”
Mick turned and said, with all seriousness, “Not a clue. Got to see
*******************************
some buddies for drinks. See you later.” He rose from the table and
As Tawny unpacked, the doors whooshed open. She turned and exited the room, hoping the girls had believed that lie.
saw another young woman.
The girls turned to each other and continued with their previous
“You must be my new roommate. ‘m Erin McGwynn,” said the conversation.
young woman. “I’m in A&A.”
Erin whispered conspiratorially, “Oh yeah, another guy you have
Tawny introduced herself, “Tawny Taylor, Xenobiology.”
to watch out for is…”
“Wanna get something to eat? I’ll only take a sec to change
and be ready.”
THE END
About fteen minutes later, the two women headed off to the
ACTUALLY THE BEGINNING...
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In future articles, we’ll continue to talk about what’s aboard the ship, how various systems work, crew specics, etc. (Members are urged to suggest topics. If
there’s something you want to know about the ship, chances are that someone else wants to know, too. So send in your questions, and we’ll try to get answers
for you in upcoming columns.)
As you’ve seen, this column also supports short stories! Stories should be no more than 4 pages in 10-point type, and can be about anything in the Avenger Universe.
(Serializations are also accepted, but the story must be submitted complete, and arrangements with the column editor and Avenger News editor for serialization will be
made ahead of time.) We hope everyone will take the opportunity to contribute to the tales of the Avenger.
To help you out, we’re also running story ideas each issue. These aren’t eshed out, but are jumping-off points from which stories may evolve. If you do see
an idea listed here that you’d like to build a story from, let me know, so that we don’t get multiple members working on the same idea. And here we have the
next suggestions...
1] The Avenger is sent to investigate some strange behavior from a Federation colony. After reporting a strange object crashing near the colony, communication
ended roughly two hours later. The crashed object was actually an “egg” carrying a sentient, psionically-active virus that quickly infected the colonists. The goal of
this lifeform is to spread itself as widely as possible and take over entire civilizations before it is discovered. The crew must not only deal with the “invasion”, but
perhaps also learn its origin (and true motivation) as well.
2] A routine pre-First Contact investigation of an out of the way world within a region of borderspace reveals a people very knowledgeable about modern technologies
and intergalactic politics, although their information is out of date. Technically the Star Fleet personnel could “let down their guises”, since it is obvious they are
aware of other cultures already. The planet is somewhat harsh and after a cave-in harms one of the natives near the landing party, anybody scanning the native with
a medical tricorder gets an interesting reading (Human DNA, 85%, Klingon DNA, 15%). It becomes obvious that these people are a colony of some sort, but the
dilemma then becomes whether they report this to Star Fleet, who will then submit a report to the Klingon Empire. The natives have reasons within their written
history not to want to be “reunited” with the Klingon Empire…
Finally, as a part of this series, we include character-les of members of the crew. So, if you’ve made up a character-le, great! If not, why not try making one? We’ll
try to publish one or two each issue, as space and contributions permit. We’re always looking for members to create les for their own characters. If you’re interested in
creating a le for your ctional character, or updating an existing le, contact ADM Rosenzweig for help/information.

Reviews by Todd Brugmans
REPO MEN - Jude Law, Forest Whitaker, Alice Braga -

8 out of 10 stars

HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON - Animated 3D

8 out of 10 stars

Set in the not-too-distant future, medical science has advanced to such a degree that it is now possible to provide
safe mechanical replacements for critical organs - One corporation holds the market on these devices, and they
are costly. If a patient is unable to pay for the articial organ, the repo men are sent in to reclaim the company’s
property, even if the patient’s not done with it. Jude Law is one such repo man, in fact one of the best. He’s
seeking to get out of the biz when a freak accident damages his heart, and the corporation ts him with a
replacement.Now in the shoes of those who he has ‘collected’ against, he nds he isn’t as comfortable with the
job as he once was, and begins to fall behind on his payments. The hunter, now prey, nds himself on the run in
a desperate attempt to stay alive. This lm is thought-provoking and thoroughly entertaining. Given the subject
matter, there is a gore factor, which is offset by gallows humor and straightforward storytelling.
Young Hiccup is a Viking. Despite his size, he has bold aspirations of slaying dragons, which plague his village.
But, when Hiccup encounters a lone dragon, he discovers that the Vikings don’t understand these mysterious
creatures at all. Can Hiccup somehow convince the rest of his village that they’ve got it all wrong?
This is an acton-packed lm with spectacular 3-D animated visuals. The soundtrack is lively and engaging.
The lm presents a lesson about overcoming ignorance and fear. This is geared as a family feature, and comes
highly recommended.

CLASH OF THE TITANS - Sam Worthington, Liam Neeson

6 out of 10 stars

Man has rebelled against the Greek Gods, and the Gods aren’t happy about it. One man, Perseus, is sent on
an epic quest to discover the means to defeating the greatest mythical beast, before it is unleashed against
those who would dare defy the Gods. This is a contemporary remake of the fantasy adventure lm from the
1980’s. The lm was initially shot as a 2-D feature, but in lieu of the growing popularity of 3-D cinema, the
producers decided to apply a process to make this lm more 3-D. They should have left it well enough alone.
The storytelling is mediocre, the pace of the lm inconsistent, and we’re not fully sold on the main characters’
motivations for undertaking such an incredible task. The action sequences are so jumbled and blurred that the
3D process has nothing to latch on to, so the effect is largely lost on the viewer. The soundtrack is incidental at
best, not terribly distinct or memorable. To the lm’s credit, homage is paid to the previous version of this lm,
and comic relief is worked in to offset the intense action sequences. It’s a fair popcorn feature, likely
better suited for a DVD/Blu-Ray rental, I wouldn’t recommend rushing out to catch this one on the
19
big screens.

The Next Meeting of USS Avenger will be

SUNDAY, APRIL 11, 2010
2:00pm
North Brunswick Public Library
880 Hermann Rd.
North Brunswick, NJ 08902
http://www.northbrunswicklibrary.org

Deadline for submissions for the next issue of Avenger News, AN-121:
Please

submit

all

MAY 20, 2010

articles,

illustrations and/or photos
alex@tellurian.com

to

Alex

Rosenzweig:

